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Headwalls & Bed Head Trunking Units
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Majestic Series
Horizontal Bed Head Trunking Units

Single Tier

Double Tier
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Sapphire Series LT
Horizontal Bed Head Trunking Units

Single Tier

Double Tier

Snap on lens cover (no screws)

Upgrade to LED lights with a  
20 year guarantee

Seamless overlapping edges

Optional recessed equipment rails that 
can be used for IT, monitor, cord and 

equipment management

Recommended for all 
acuity levels including: 

Patient Rooms

Emergency Rooms

Recovery Rooms

ICU/CCU, NICU, LDR, PACU

MRI
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Security Recessed Safety Console Box 

Recessed Console Unit 
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Serenity Series 
Surface Mounted Headwall
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Overbed lights provide high quality 
illumination with seam-free surfaces

Features

Vertical configuration ensures all services are at the patient’s bedside

Increased equipment management with integrated vertical accessory rails

Greater flexibility allowing services on all sides of the unit

Expandable to meet your future requirements

Recessed rails for a smaller footprintVIP units 
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Complete Room Setup

Computer mounting solutions on headwall

Direct mount patient monitor arms

Rail mounted storage solutions

Movable diagnostic equipment mounts

Rail mounted room accessoriesRespiratory equipment mounting options Vacuum regulators and flowmeters

A wide variety of mounting accessories allow you to customize the look and workflow of your room to suit your needs. Our 
healthcare IT mounting solutions and direct mount monitor arm options allow for future technology upgrades to happen 
seamlessly, and as often as needed, ensuring your facility can stay cutting edge with as little downtime as possible.
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Patient Room Lighting 

Solar Series 2x4 and Duo Exam Gamma Series Exam LightMira Series Exam/Procedure Light

Amico understands the importance of having the ideal light for each patient room. Our lights can be on a roll stand, 
concealed in the ceiling or they can be mounted to the bed head unit. The units come complete with reading, ambient 
and exam features. Amico’s lights meet the highest level of standards for the medical environment.

With all the advancements in patient room lighting, Amico has made it easy 
to control the various types of lights required in the patient room. In a single 
gang space, the LightMaster controls reading, ambient, exam, night and 
chart lights for one or multiple light fixtures using a single or dual keypad.

LightMaster Multifunctional Switch with Dimming
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